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ANCHORAGE SUMMARY
Scenic anchorage overlooking Fort Matanzas National Monument. Somewhat exposed, 
especially to northwest and southeast, with high current from nearby Matanzas Inlet.

Exit ICW at G81A, honoring the many small drop aids. Proceed southeasterly in Matan-
zas River, heading down center of channel, to anchor before Fort Matanzas. Room for 
several boats.

Shore access to east, at park ferry dock near visitor center. To visit the fort, land dinghy 
on beach adjacent to ferry dock and take the park’s free ferry across. Landing at the fort 
side is prohibited. No nearby services.

NOTE: St. Augustine Beach (an ocean station) is the most relevant tide station for Matanzas Inlet and Fort Matanzas.

OVERVIEW
Off ICW: 475 Yards
Depth: 12.9 Feet at Survey (+3.5’ MLLW)
Tide Station: St. Augustine Beach (5.5’ STR)
Protection: Protected to NE and SW
Current: High
Scenic: Scenic
Roominess: Several Boats
Shore Access: Rough Shore Access

FORT MATANZAS

Mile-by-Mile Anchorages
Each anchorage is listed, north-to-south, by ICW statute mile (STM), with mile markers overlaid 
on the Chart SCreenShot. Distance off the main channel or ICW Magenta Line is noted in the 
anChorage overview. Popular alternate names are often mentioned in the anChorage Summary.

Tidal Graphs 
Visualize the survey range-of-tide at the most 
relevant tide station. Compare the survey tide level 
with your tide level, adding or subtracting to quickly 
calculate for current conditions. Use the anChorage 
overview spring tidal range (STR) to compute 
anchoring scope and as a proxy for current. Closer, 
but less-relevant tide stations, are called out in the 
noteS and CautionS. 

Chart Screenshots
Actual laptop screenshots, running Coastal ExplorerTM 
navigation software, are like looking over the 
authors’ shoulders. Color reproductions of official 
NOAA charts—the latest editions at survey—are 
annotated with nearby marinas, boat ramps, dinghy 
docks, navigation alerts, and more!

Depth-Annotated Approach Tracks
Multiple visits, recorded by the authors’ calibrated 
depth-sounder linked to their computer, were logged 
as digital breadcrumb trails. Use these selected 
real-world tracks (adjusted by your current height-
of-tide) to interpret approach, entrance, exit, and 
surrounding area depth conditions.

Surveyed Anchorages
An anchor icon marks the exact location of the 
waypointed anchorage and is annotated with the 
depth recorded at survey, at the tide level pictured in 
the tidal graph. The anChorage Summary describes the 
area and conditions, centered on this waypoint.

Anchorage Summaries
Preview each anchorage, including descriptions 
of the surrounding shore, noise and scenery, 
suggested approaches, alternative locations, special 
considerations, shore access, and nearby services.

Pet-Landing and Grocery Store Icons
Map out Fido’s pit stops, ranging from rough-shore 
relief to dog-friendly parks. Schedule grocery shopping, 
with dinghy access, where a supermarket is within a 
one-mile walk or courtesy rides are provided. (Icon not 
pictured.) Details are supplied in the anChorage Summary.

Anchorage Overviews
Choose an anchorage for what matters most to you: proximity to the ICW, depth, wind protection, current, 
scenery, roominess, or shore access. Off ICW is the distance from the Magenta Line in yards or miles. Depth is 
at the waypointed anchorage at the particular height-of-tide, above or below MLLW. Tide Station calls out the 
most relevant station (corresponding to the tidal graph) with its spring tidal range in feet, noted in parentheses. 
Roominess is based on a “theory” boat—40’ LOA, 13’6” beam, and 5’ draft.

States and Regions
Quickly flip through the guide to locate anchoring 
options by state, page, region, or route.

Notes and Cautions
Important considerations such as safety and 
navigation alerts, channel traffic and wake, charted 
obstructions, and nearby but less-relevant tide 
stations are highlighted.

GPS Waypoints
Locate each surveyed anchorage by latitude and 
longitude. Occasionally, additional locations are 
suggested and reviewed in the anChorage Summary.

Wind Protection Roses
Quickly compare nearby options to select the 
best protection—or cooling breeze and mosquito 
deterrent—for that night’s predicted wind direction 
and strength. Primary protection is iconically 
depicted while details, such as buildings, trees or low 
saltmarsh, are provided in the anChorage Summary.

Captains Mark & Diana Doyle
These cruising cruising guide authors are out "on the water" full time using high-tech 
tools to better illustrate their survey work. Techniques such as geo-tagging digital 
photos and marrying depth soundings with anchorage approach tracks allow them 
to produce more visually rich and informative On the Water CruiseGuides, Anchor-
Guides, and ChartGuides.
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